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TOPICS

• GENERAL TOPICS IN SHIP TECHNOLOGY
• COMPUTER AIDED SHIP DESIGN
• COMPUTER AIDED SHIP PRODUCTION
• INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR SHIPBUILDING
• GRAPHICS AND COMMUNICATIONS IN SHIP TECHNOLOGY
• WORKSHOP SESSIONS
  - EFFECTIVENESS AND ECONOMICS OF COMPUTING
  - DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER
    AIDED SYSTEMS,
  - COMPUTER ASSISTED TEACHING/TRAINING
  - MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE
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• REQUIREMENTS AND BENEFITS OF INTEGRATED COMPUTER
  AIDED SHIP DESIGN AND PRODUCTION,
  D. J. MARTIN/R. C. MOORE

• SCAFCO, A CAD AND CAM INTEGRATED SYSTEM FROM
  BASIC DESIGN TO ASSEMBLY,
  R. DI LUCA/E. BAIS

• INTERACTIVE AUTOKON: FOCUSING ON THE INFORMATION
  SYSTEM,
  J. F. MACK/J. ØIAN/P. SORENSEN

• NEW CONCEPTS AND DP SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE IN HULL
  DETAIL DESIGN,
  P. BANDA
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• INTERACTIVE DESIGN OF FAIR HULL SURFACES USING B-SPLINES.
  MUNCHMEYER/SCHUBERT/NOWACKI

• SHIP SURFACE DESIGN BY TRANSFORMING GIVEN MESH REPRESENTATIONS,
  RABIEN

• COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR SHIP PROPULSIVE PERFORMANCE,
  OGIGWARA/NAMIMATSU/OCHI/MORI
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  PEDERSEN/JENSEN

• CAD CAM IN FRENCH SHIPYARD,
  ESNIS

• AN ASSOCIATIVE RING STRUCTURE FOR ALLEVIATING SPATIAL INTERFERENCES,
  NEHRLING

• GERMANY'S SHIPYARDS DATA BASE FOR SHIP STRUCTURAL DATA,
  KAUBE

• CONCISE DESCRIPTION AND AUTOMATIC FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF SHIP STRUCTURES WITH "DEMAIN".
  DE CASTEL/FINIFTER

• NESTING OF MORE THAN A LAYOUT PROBLEM
  SPERLING

• PANSY, AN ADVANCED INTERACTIVE PARTS NESTING SYSTEM
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• HUMAN CONSIDERATIONS IN SHIP PRODUCTION AND SOME EXAMPLES OF COMPUTER AIDED FACILITY,
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